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2014 Red 

About B5B:  Between Five Bells are the last three words in the 
first stanza of Kenneth Slessor’s famous poem, Five Bells. The 
poem is understood to tell the tale of the death of Joe Lynch, a 
friend of the poets, and is set on/in/around (it gets confusing) 
Sydney Harbour. A beautiful lyrical poem, well worth a read and 
central to the way we think about the B5B wines. 

The Wine:  For no other reason than to be delicious. This is the 
fifth release of our RED. When it should be drunk is up to you, 
probably not long after it comes into your possession.   

The backbone for the 2014 B5B red is Malakoff Vineyard Shiraz. 
The wine is a riot of crushed fruit aromas with an underlying 
savoury edge. The Shiraz was split into two; the first element was 
100% whole bunch fermented then gently pressed straight into 
barrel, the second element is destemmed and undergows a slow, 
natural ferment in 3000lt cuve with a once a day hand plunge. The 
wine was competed by adding small amounts of Nebbiolo (for 
perfume & tannin) & Nero d’Avola (for some earthy spice) 

Review:  “This ‘Red Wine’ from the Between Five Bells quartet, 
was produced from mostly shiraz, with splashes of nebbiolo and 
nero d’avola. The fruit comes from the Malakoff Vineyard in 
Pyrenees, Victoria. Tasted blind first, tasted with a couple of ice 
cubes tossed in it second. On fire when it’s chilled. 

This has so much going for it. It’s got a pent up feel, tense ultra 
slender tannins holding in crisp red and black berry fruitiness with 
acidity raring to go. The wine feels like that first bite through thick 
skin on a juicy plum, more or less. Lush fruit and firm texture hand 
in hand. Spice and earthiness chime in, as does a little herbal 
character, maybe just minty too. It drinks with ease, fine and fresh, 
vibrant and long. Medium weight, crunchy red wine magic. Yum.” 
92 points, Mike Bennie, The Wine Front 

Vintage: 2014 

Other vintages: 2011-2013 

Grape variety: Shiraz, Nebbiolo, Nero d’Avola 

Vineyards: Mostly Malakoff Vineyard, 
Pyrenees 

Bottled: August 2016 

Alcohol: 14% 

Cellar potential: 3+ Years 

Cellar door prices: $35 
 


